
The Mityvac MV4510 Cooling System Pressure Test 
Kit is specially designed for testing motorcycles and 
other recreational, sports, and utility vehicles with 
liquid cooled engines. It makes cooling system 
testing simple, efficient, and economical, and can 
quickly pinpoint the cause of cooling system related 
problems including external and internal leaks or 
defective caps.

Features/Benefits
• Economical, accurate and simple method to find

common causes of overheating

• Pinpoints external leaks caused by loose clamps or leaky
hoses, connectors, water pumps or radiators

• Diagnoses internal leaks caused by a blown head gasket
or damaged block or head

• Test radiator and coolant bottle caps to ensure they are
maintaining the correct pressure

• Contains adapters to test the cooling system and caps of
most liquid cooled motorcycles and other sport and utility
equipment.

• Specially designed low-profile test adapter fits into areas
with tight or limited access, requiring less component
disassembly

• Application specific adapter fits the radiator or coolant
bottle like the original cap

MV4510 Motorcycle 
Cooling System Test Kit



Motorcycles and other liquid-cooled 

sports and utility equipment including 

snowmobiles, ATVs, PWCs, forklifts and 

compact tractors share a common 

radiator cap configuration. The MV4510 

has a specially designed low-profile 

cooling system adapter that fits in place 

of the cap, making pressure testing these

vehicles quick, clean, and effective.

MV4510 Motorcycle 
Cooling System Test Kit
Cooling system leaks caused by a loose clamp, cracked or split hose, failed pressure cap, 

or blown head gasket can cause over-heating and serious engine damage. The MV4510

can help avoid major diagnostic and repair bills by quickly and cleanly pinpointing external 

and internal leaks.

Cap Test
Adapter

System
Test Adapter

Gauge displays
psi and kpa units

Durable, lightweight, 
non-corrosive 
PVC construction

One finger 
lever-action
vacuum release

Powerful inline 
piston design

Pivoting lever action
maximizes output
with minimal
operator effort

Comfortable ergonomic
handle reduces hand stress

Durable, accurate
gearless diaphragm 
style gauge

Common 
Radiator Cap

Discover other motorcycle tools on our website.

https://www.motorcycleid.com/tools.html

